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Type E – Missing 3 Letter Word
In the following questions the word which is in capital letters has had three
consecutive letters removed. These three letters make a correctly spelt word
without being rearranged. Find the word.
Example
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

The doctor SHGED his shoulders
The cat CED the carpet.
Always flush the TET when you have used it!
My favourite fruit is OGE.
If you are buying a rabbit you will need a CH for it to
sleep in.
The mother T the boy to eat his carrots.
I like to have VEABLES with my meat.
The girl’s favourite meal is SAUES and chips.
When we DECOED the bedroom we painted the walls
blue.
I prefer real fruit juice to SQU.
The NIS match ended with 2 sets to 1.
They speak SISH in Spain.
The WHER forecast for tomorrow looks good.
The strings on the two GUIS needed changing.
The wheels on the BCLE are about 18 inches in
diameter.
The children love to go roller BING.
I can’t quite GR what you are saying.
FRIS will always help you out if you are in trouble.
My favourite lunch is a tuna SWICH.
If you get too close to the fire there could be a TIC
accident.
It is hard MAG up these sentences!
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rug (shrugged)
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Answers Type E – Missing 3 Letter Word
Example
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

The doctor SHGED his shoulders.
The cat CED the carpet.
Always flush the TET when you have used it!
My favourite fruit is OGE.
If you are buying a rabbit you will need a CH for it to
sleep in.
The mother T the boy to eat his carrots.
I like to have VEABLES with my meat.
The girl’s favourite meal is SAUES and chips.
When we DECOED the bedroom we painted the walls
blue.
I prefer real fruit juice to SQU.
The NIS match ended with 2 sets to 1.
They speak SISH in Spain.
The WHER forecast for tomorrow looks good.
The strings on the two GUIS needed changing.
The wheels on the BCLE are about 18 inches in
diameter.
The children love to go roller BING.
I can’t quite GR what you are saying.
FRIS will always help you out if you are in trouble.
My favourite lunch is a tuna SWICH.
If you get too close to the fire there could be a TIC
accident.
It is hard MAG up these sentences!
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rug (shrugged)
law (clawed)
oil (toilet)
ran (orange)
hut (hutch)
old (told)
get (vegetables)
sag (sausages)
rat (decorated)
ash (squash)
ten (tennis)
pan (Spanish)
eat (weather)
tar (guitars)
icy (bicycle)
lad(blading)
asp (grasp)
end (friends)
and (sandwich)
rag (tragic)
kin (making)

